Birthday Parties Frequently Asked Questions
Q: How long are PISE Birthday Parties?
A: PISE Birthday Parties are 2 hours long. The physical activity portion of the party is 90 minutes and the
cake and presents portion is 30 minutes in a party space.
Q: What ages are PISE Birthday Parties for?
A: PISE birthdays are for ages 3 and up! PISE Physical Literacy Leaders lead fun age-appropriate games
and sports.
Q: What does the physical activity portion of the party include?
A: Our Physical Literacy leaders will lead fun, age-appropriate games that teach fundamental movement
skills such as running, jumping, throwing, catching and sport specific skills such as striking with an
implement, dribbling, etc.
Q: How much are PISE Birthday Parties?
A: It is a flat rate of $180. (Maximum 12 kids, minimum 5 kids.)
Q: Do you supply anything for the cake and presents portion of the party?
A: PISE provides the space, tables and chairs. You are responsible for bringing your own food,
refreshments, utensils and party supplies.
Q: Is parent/guardian supervision required?
A: Yes parental supervision from a minimum of one and maximum of 2 parents/guardians is required for
the entire party.
Q: Will the party space be decorated?
A: No, you are responsible to decorate the party space. The space can be accessed during the physical
literacy portion to set up any decorations you desire.
Q: Who facilitates the cake and presents portion of the party?
A: Parents and guardians facilitate the cake and presents portions, the Physical Literacy Leaders
facilitate the physical activity portion of the party.
Q: Is refrigeration service available?
A: No.
Q: How many leaders will be facilitating the physical activity portion of the party?
A: Two Physical Literacy Leaders will facilitate the physical activity portion of the party.
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Q: My child really likes a specific activity, can this be incorporated into the party?
A: If there are certain activities, sports or games that your child really likes we will try our best to
incorporate them into the day based on available equipment and facility space. When booking your
party, you will be prompted with a question where you can add activities that your child enjoys.
Q: What should kids bring to the party?
A: Running shoes, a water bottle, clothing they can be active in.
Q: Where will the party take place?
A: The physical activity portion of the party can take place in the gymnasium The cake and presents
portion of the party can take place in our party space upstairs. Tables and chairs will be set up and
sanitized for use.
Q: Is there anything else I need to know before I book my PISE Birthday Party?
A: On the day of the party each parent will need to have a waiver submitted for their child before their
child can participate in any activity. This waiver can be found on our website here: pise.ca/birthdayparties. If you send this to parents beforehand, they can fill it out before the party which speeds up the
process. They are to be handed to the Physical Literacy Leaders on the day of the party before activities
begin.
Q: When can I have my PISE Birthday Party?
A: Go to the PISE birthday page to view available birthdays here: pise.ca/birthday-parties
Q: Are there any rules for PISE Birthday Parties?
A: In addition to our COVID-19 Protocols, your child will be under the PISE Physical Literacy Leaders
supervision therefore they will be subject to the PISE Program rules which are the following:
1.

Be respectful

2.

Be safe

3.

Have fun!

Q: What is the cancellation policy for PISE parties?
A: To receive a refund for a birthday party, PISE requires one week notice by 5:00pm on the previous
Sunday.

For more information please contact us by email: lcambridge@pise.ca or phone: 250-220-2575.

